
7: GEODESY FOR TECTONIC 
AND EARTHQUAKE STUDIES

Geodesy is the science of the 
earth�s shape
Find precise positions
Monitor changes due to tectonic 
processes:

Plate motion
Plate boundary deformation

Intraplate deformation
Earthquake cycle

Volcanic processes
Land Subsidence

etc
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TECTONIC GEODESY
Determine positions of geodetic monuments and monitor how 

positions change over time

Space-based is cheaper, easier, faster, and does not require 
sites to be visible from each other

Until recently,  measurements 
made by triangulation, which 
measures angles between 
monuments using a theodelite, 
or trilateration, which measures 
distances with a laser. 

Vertical motion measured by 
leveling, using a precise level to  
sight on a measuring rod. 

Space geodesy measures all 
three components of position to 
sub-centimeter precision.

Davidson et al,  2002
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TECTONIC GEODESY
Determine positions of geodetic monuments and monitor how 

positions change over time

Space-based is cheaper, easier, faster, and does not require sites to 
be visible from each other
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VLBI - VERY LONG BASELINE RADIO INTERFEROMETRY 
("Very Large Bunch of Investigators")

Radio signals from quasars (astronomical radio sources which are the 
most distant objects in the universe) arrive at different radio 

telescopes at times depending on their positions and the speed of 
light, so the time difference gives the positions of the telescopes

NORTH AMERICA - 
EUROPE

First & most precise space geodetic technique
Telescopes expensive, large, hard to move
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SLR- SATELLITE LASER RANGING 
 

Bounce laser beams off specially designed satellite covered with 
"corner reflectors" that reflect very well 

 

•  SLR accuracy and orbit determination techniques allow laser 
geodynamics satellite (LAGEOS) data to be routinely fit to a precision 

of 1-2 centimeters 

•  Measurements over time give the positions of the ground stations and 
thus determine plate motions
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CORNER REFLECTORS REFLECT VERY WELL

Reflected ray parallel to the incident by Snell�s law      
sin i / v = constant

Stein & Wysession, 2003
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Corner reflectors are used in 
bicycles, boats, etc when we 

want to be seen
A radar reflector for sailboat 

masts

Corners are avoided 
when we want not to 

be seen

B-2  Stealth bomber
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GPS: GLOBAL 
POSITIONING SYSTEM

24 Satellites
5-8 overhead most of the world

Transmit radio signals 

Receivers on ground record 
signals and find their position 
from the time the signals arrive

Positions used in many 
applications

For tectonics, find motions 
from changes in position over 

time

Stein & Wysession, 2003 9 



GPS receiver finds position with radio signals from different satellites

Like locating earthquake from arrivals at multiple seismometers

GPS positions 2-3 times more precise in the horizontal than vertical, 
because signals arrive only from above, just as earthquake locations 

are less precise in depth because waves arrive only from below.

Davidson et al,  2002
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GPS uses very precise atomic clocks.

Synchronizing satellite clocks within 
nanoseconds (billionths of a second) lets a 

receiver find its position on earth within a few 
meters.

 Atomic clocks use the fact that atomic 
transitions have characteristic frequencies 

(orange glow from sodium in table salt 
sprinkled on a flame).

Like all clocks, they make the same event 
happen over and over.  For example, the 

pendulum in a grandfather clock swings back 
and forth at the same rate,  and swings of the 

pendulum are counted to keep time. 

In a cesium clock, transitions of the cesium 
atom as it moves back and forth between two 

energy levels are counted to keep time. 

GPS CLOCK

Since 1967, the 
International System 
of Units (SI) defines 
the second as the 

duration of 
9 192 631 770 cycles 

of the radiation 
produced by 

transition between 
two energy levels of 
the ground state of 

the cesium-133 
atom
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Satellites transmit code - timing signals - on two microwave 
carrier frequencies synchronized to very precise on-board 

atomic clocks. 

Carrier has much higher frequency than code 12 

METER PRECISION GPS
GPS receiver compares code 

signal arriving from satellite to 
one it generates and finds time 

difference

Precision of several meters

Time difference x  speed of light 
gives the distance

called pseudo range

$450 Handheld GPS unit 
with MP3 player 
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MILLIMETER PRECISION GPS

Carrier wavelengths are 19 and 24 cm
Phase measurements resolve 
positions to a fraction of these 

wavelengths
Measuring phase to 1% gives 1-2 mm 

precision

Higher precision obtained using phase of microwave carriers 

Geodetic quality receivers 
cost about $10,000
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GPS VELOCITY ESTIMATE IMPROVEMENT  

Combining both transmitted frequencies removes effects of passage of 
GPS radio signals through ionosphere. 

Position errors due to signal delays from water vapor in troposphere can 
be reduced by estimating delays using inversion similar to solving for 

seismic velocity structure.

The final element for high-precision surveys is continuously operating 
global GPS tracking stations and data centers. These give high-precision 

satellite orbit and clock information, earth rotation parameters, and a 
global reference frame. 

Using this information GPS studies can achieve positions better than 10 
mm, so measurements over time yield relative velocities to precisions of 

a few mm/yr or better, even for sites thousands of kilometers apart. 

Uncertainty of velocity estimate depends on the precision of the 
estimated positions  and the time interval between them. 
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SURVEY (EPISODIC) GPS

GPS antennas are set up over 
monuments for short periods, and 

the sites are reoccupied later. 
Less expensive but less precise.

GPS = Great Places to Sleep

CONTINUOUS (PERMANENT) GPS
Continuously recording GPS 

receivers permanently installed. Give 
daily positions & can observe 

transient effects
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GPS VELOCITY ESTIMATESPrecision of 
velocity 
estimates
depends on 
precision of 
site position & 
length of time

Velocity from 
a weighted 
least squares 
line fit to 
positions

Precision 
increases 
over time

Horizontal 
precision is 
better

Sella et 
al., 
2002
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PRECISION OF GEODETIC VELOCITY ESTIMATES

Depend on precision of each position and the time span of measurements 
 
Rate v of motion of a monument that started at position x1 and reaches x2 
in time T 

v = (x1 - x 2 )/T  
 
If  position uncertainty is given by standard deviation  σ 
 
Rate uncertainty is 

σ v  = 2 1/2  σ / T  
 
Thus rate precision improves, even if the data do not become more precise 

TIME

PO
SI

TI
O

NOlder geodetic data, for 
example that taken shortly 
after the 1906 San 
Francisco earthquake, can 
be of great value even if 
their errors are larger than 
those of more modern data.

RATE = SLOPE
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Twenty years of GPS measurements find no detectable deformation with 
progressively higher precision, constraining present motions across the 

NMSZ to be slower than 0.2 mm/yr

New Madrid seismic zone (E. Calais)
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GPS REFERENCE FRAME

SITE VELOCITIES GIVEN IN INTERNATIONAL 
TERRESTRIAL REFERENCE FRAME (ITRF) 

 
ITRF updated periodically, e.g. ITRF2000 

 
Each version (realization) derived using a global network of 

space geodetic sites 
 

Aligned so it matches NUVEL-NNR and so can be regarded 
as absolute motion 

 
For tectonic applications, usually most useful to find best 

fitting GPS Euler vector for a plate and remove its 
predictions, so site motions are wrt that plate 
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SITE VELOCITIES 
IN ITRF

Most sites (e.g. 
Hawaii) move 
much as 
expected for 
absolute motion 
of rigid plate

Some sites in 
plate boundary 
zones (e.g. 
South America) 
don�t since 
they�re not on 
rigid plate

GPS
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PRESENT  PLATE  MOTIONS FROM GPS

Measure 
motions 
over a few 
years

Compare 
to those 
over  
millions of 
years
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OPENING OF 
THE ATLANTIC

Compare plate 
motions over 
200 Myr with 

space geodesy

Measure rate from data 
 

Calculate how much opening this 
would give in 200 Myr 

 
Compare to width of Atlantic 

 
Discuss steadiness of plate motion 

over time

VLBI
NORTH AMERICA - 
EUROPE
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ICELAND
GPS shows that 

plate
motion occurs 
in narrow zone

at the Mid-
Atlantic ridge
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GPS rates for opening of 
the Atlantic agree with 

those determined using 

Seafloor magnetic 
anomalies

 Fossil ages from deep 
sea drilling

Plate motions are steady!

2 cm/yr

Heirtzler et al 1968

Maxwell & von Herzen 196925 



Relative plate motions 
over a few years from 
space geodesy similar to 
average plate motions 
over the past 3 million 
years (NUVEL-1)

 Plate motions are very 
steady probably because 
viscous asthenosphere 
damps out episodic 
motions at plate 
boundaries 

(as cars' shock absorbers 
damp out road bumps)

Robbins et al., 1993 26 

INTERFEROMETRY:  Difference in phase between waves used for very 
precise time and distance measurements in many branches of science

http://comet.nerc.ac.uk/schoolssar_how.html 

Interferometric 
synthetic aperture 

radar  (INSAR), uses 
radar to map the 

surface, so 
successive images 

show motion

http://www.eserc.stonybrook.edu/ProjectJava/Bragg/ 

Crystal structure is 
found using X-ray 

diffraction: 
interference between 

X-rays gives the 
spacing between 

crystal planes 27 



The Michelson–Morley experiment in 1887, one of the most 
famous experiments in physics, used interferometry to show 

that the speed of light was the same in all directions. This was 
not predicted by the theory that light propagated in the 

hypothesized �luminiferous ether.� Discarding the ether idea 
led to Einstein�s theory of special relativity in 1905, which 

postulates that all observers measure the speed of light to be 
the same no matter what their state of uniform linear motion. 

Wikipedia
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SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR INTERFEROMETRY (INSAR)
Avoids need for monuments on ground

From diffraction theory, size of object that can be 
resolved on ground depends on radar antenna length

 SAR uses signal processing to combine information 
collected by a  moving satellite to simulate an 
antenna much larger than the satellite's real antenna. 

Synthetic antenna can resolve topography and crustal 
deformation on a "footprint" of tens of meters. 29 



Phase difference between radar 
signals with wavelength λ 
reflected from earth's surface 
and recorded by antennas at 
positions A1 and A2 is

φ =(4π/ λ) ( r2 - r1 )

where ri is range from the 
antenna at Ai  to reflection point. 

Antenna baseline separation 
vector B  and satellite height H 
known from satellite orbits.  

Because baseline length         |
B |<< ri   elevation of reflecting 
point  h =H - r1 cos θ, so 
topography can be mapped 
from space. 

SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR: TOPOGRAPHY FROM SPACE

Burgmann et al., 2000 30 

Two radar images can detect 
ground motion between
successive measurements.  If 
differences in satellite positions 
between the measurements are 
removed, surface displacement 
D causes phase change

φ =(4π/ λ) δr
δr=(D •r)

where δr is the projection 
(scalar product) of the vector 
displacement along the look 
direction r.  

To find the full displacement 
vector, observations from 
ascending (moving north) and 
descending (moving south)  
tracks of satellite, or different 
satellites, can be combined.

SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR: INTERFEROMETRY

^

^
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Results shown as phase difference map, 
called a differential interferogram, like one 
spanning 1992  Landers (Mw 7.3) and Big 
Bear (Mw 6.2) earthquakes in the Mojave 
desert of southern California.  
 
Range change δr of λ/2 causes a phase 
change of 2π that appears as one fringe (full 
shading change) in the map.  Here C-band 
radar has frequency of 5.2 GHz, so a fringe 
corresponds to 28 mm of motion.  
 
Observed fringe pattern is coherent over large 
areas where deformation is resolved. The 
pattern is reasonably similar to a synthetic 
interferogram generated for a detailed model 
of the Landers rupture, which involved  
several m right-lateral strike-slip on a complex 
set of  NW-striking faults extending ~85 km.  

SAR INTERFEROGRAM
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GEODETIC STUDY OF 
EARTHQUAKES

Horizontal static displacements  from 
1927 Ms 7.5 Tango, Japan, 
earthquake.  
 
Displacements change direction 
across fault trace, showing that 
earthquake involved primarily left-
lateral strike slip.  
 
Fault-parallel displacement 
component decays rapidly with 
distance from the fault.

FAULT 
TRACE

Chinnery, 1961 33 



CROSS-FAULT DISTANCE 
OVER WHICH 

DISPLACEMENT EXTENDS 
INCREASE WITH  FAULT 

WIDTH DOWNDIP 

Stein & Wysession, 2003 34 

Displacement fields of buried faults are smoother and lower amplitude versions of 
those for faults that reach the surface. 

As a result, there is a trade-off  between the fault's down-dip dimension and the 
coseismic slip D, so one is often assumed to determine the other. Often,
fault dimensions are estimated from the aftershock zone.

Yeats et 
al., 1997 
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Estimating fault parameters 
from geodetic data is an inverse 
problem with a highly non-
unique solution because 
various combinations of fault 
parameters predict similar 
deformation. 

Five solutions all give 
reasonable fits to Tango 
earthquake data. 

Model I is an infinite fault with 
uniform slip at depth,  model II 
is an infinite fault with slip 
tapering to zero at depth, and 
models III and IV are finite 
faults with uniform and variable 
slip, respectively. Model V, the 
most complicated, assumes 
material near the fault is weaker 
than that further away. 

Mavko, 1981
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JOINT SEISMOLOGICAL & 
GEODETIC STUDY OF 
EARTHQUAKES

Combining geodetic and seismic wave 
observations gives more
information than either data type alone. 

The two data types are complementary. 
For example, although seismic waves 
have an ambiguity in distinguishing
between the fault plane and auxiliary 
plane,  geodetic data do not

Tango earthquake data do not have a 
nodal plane perpendicular to the fault
plane. 

FAULT 
TRACE
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JOINT SEISMOLOGICAL & GEODETIC 
STUDY OF EARTHQUAKES

Both data types give good constraints on the 
fault geometry and slip, and aftershock 
locations often provide the best constraint on 
fault dimensions.

Geodetic data depend on the difference in 
position before and after an earthquake, so  
provide no information about what happened 
during the earthquake, whereas 
seismological data can show how the rupture 
evolved. 

Wald et al., 1996; Hudnut et al., 1996; 
Thio & Kanamori, 1996 38 

For Northridge earthquake, focal mechanism 
and aftershock distribution indicate thrust 
faulting on a NW-striking, SW-dipping fault

GPS shows vertical and horizontal motions 
concentrated above the buried fault. Direction 
& magnitude of static deformation, including 
motion of down-dip sites toward the fault and 
high amplitudes above fault, are what we 
would expect for this geometry

Data modeled by 2.5 m of slip on a fault plane  
similar to that inferred from aftershocks. 
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1994 NORTHRIDGE 
EARTHQUAKE

COMPARE SLIP 
INVERSIONS 

 
 

Geodetic and seismological 
data give detail about the 
slip distribution.  
 
Strong motion seismic data 
from receivers close to the 
earthquake are especially 
valuable because they 
contain high-frequency 
details about the source time 
function, and thus slip 
process, which can be 
lost in teleseismic data due 
to attenuation  
 

HYPOCENTERWald et al., 1996
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1994 NORTHRIDGE 
EARTHQUAKE

 
Results from data types 
differ because each
are sensitive to different 
features of the slip. 

Both waveform datasets 
yield high slip region near 
fault's northwest corner.

Geodetic data yield much 
smoother image than
seismic data, which can 
resolve the rupture process, 
whereas GPS data sample 
only its end result. 

HYPOCENTER

Wald et al., 1996
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1994 NORTHRIDGE EARTHQUAKE

TIME EVOLUTION OF THE 
RUPTURE INFERRED

FROM THE WAVEFORMS.

Rupture began at the hypocenter and
then propagated up-dip and 
northwestward. 

Such models giving best look to date 
into the rupture process

Wald et al., 1996
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Materials at distance on 
opposite sides of the 
fault move relative  to 
each other, but friction 
on the fault "locks" it 
and prevents slip 
 
Eventually strain 
accumulated is more 
than the rocks on the 
fault can withstand, and 
the fault slips in 
earthquake 
 
Earthquake reflects 
regional deformation 

ELASTIC REBOUND OR SEISMIC CYCLE MODEL
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Earthquakes are most dramatic part of a seismic cycle occuring on segments of 
the plate boundary over 100s to 1000s of years.   
 
During interseismic stage, most of the cycle, steady motion occurs away from 
fault but fault is "locked", though some aseismic creep can occur on it.   
 
Immediately prior to rupture is a preseismic stage, that can be associated with 
small earthquakes (foreshocks) or other possible precursory effects.  
 
Earthquake itself is coseismic phase, during which rapid motion on fault 
generates seismic waves. During these few seconds, meters of slip on fault 
"catch up" with the few mm/yr of motion that occurred over 100s of years away 
from fault.  
 
Finally,  postseismic phase occurs after earthquake, and aftershocks and 
transient afterslip occur for a period of years before fault settles into its steady 
interseismic behavior again. 

ELASTIC REBOUND OR SEISMIC CYCLE MODEL
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1906 SAN FRANCISCO 
EARTHQUAKE (magnitude 7.8)

~ 4 m of slip on 450 km of San Andreas 
~2500 deaths, ~28,000 buildings 

destroyed (most by fire)

Catalyzed ideas about relation of 
earthquakes & surface faults

Boore, 1977 
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Over time, slip in earthquakes adds up 
and reflects the plate motion

Offset fence showing 3.5 m of left-
lateral strike-slip motion along San 

Andreas fault in 1906 San Francisco 
earthquake

~ 35 mm/yr motion between Pacific and 
North American plates along San 

Andreas shown by offset streams & 
GPS

Expect earthquakes on average every         
~ (3.5 m )/ (35 mm/yr) =100 years 

Turns out more like 200 yrs because 
not all motion is on the San Andreas

Moreover, it�s irregular rather than 
periodic

SEISMIC CYCLE AND PLATE MOTION
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EARTHQUAKE RECURRENCE IS HIGHLY VARIABLE
Reasons are unclear: randomness, stress effects of other earthquakes on 

nearby faults…

M>7    mean 132  yr    σ 105 yr

Sieh et al., 1989Extend earthquake history 
with paleoseismology
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What might the problems be?
What does this suggest about predicting 

earthquakes?

�We are predicting 
another massive 
earthquake certainly 
within the next 30 
years and most likely 
in the next decade or 
so.�  
W. Pecora, U.S. 
Geological Survey 
Director, 1969 49 



1970�s optimism

Scientists will �be able to predict 
earthquakes in five years.�
Louis Pakiser , U.S. Geological Survey, 
1971

�We have the technology to develop a 
reliable prediction system already in 
hand.� Alan Cranston, U.S. senator, 1973 

�The age of earthquake prediction is 
upon us��U.S. Geological Survey, 1975

Traditional skepticism
�Only fools and charlatans predict earthquakes�               

Charles Richter (1900-1985)
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PARKFIELD, CALIFORNIA SEGMENT OF SAN ANDREAS 

In 1985, expected next in 1988; U.S. Geological Survey                    
predicted 95% confidence by 1993

M 5-6 earthquakes about every 22 years:  1857, 1881, 
1901, 1922, 1934, and 1966
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PARKFIELD, CALIFORNIA SEGMENT OF SAN ANDREAS 

In 1985, expected next in 1988; U.S. Geological Survey                    
predicted 95% confidence by 1993
Occurred in 2004  (16 years late)

M 5-6 earthquakes about every 22 years:  1857, 1881, 
1901, 1922, 1934, and 1966

Discounting misfit of 
1934 quake 

predicted higher 
confidence

52 

Science, 10/8//04
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"Parkfield is geophysics' Waterloo. If 
the earthquake comes without 

warnings of any kind, earthquakes 
are unpredictable and science is 

defeated. " (The Economist)
 

No precursors in seismicity 
(foreshocks), strainmeters, 

magnetometers, GPS, creepmeter

$30 million spent on �Porkfield� 
project 
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Q1: How might you try to determine whether the 
fact that earthquakes near Parkfield occurred for 

a while about 22 years apart reflects an 
important aspect of the physics of this particular 

part of the San Andreas, or just an apparent 
pattern that arose by chance? 

 

So far, no clear evidence for consistent changes in physical 
properties (precursors) before earthquakes. 

Maybe lots of tiny earthquakes happen frequently, but only a few 
grow by random process to large earthquakes

In chaos theory, small perturbations can have unpredictable large 
effects -  flap of a butterfly's wings in Brazil might set off a 

tornado in Texas 

If there�s nothing special about the tiny earthquakes that happen to
grow into large ones, the time between large earthquakes is highly 

variable and nothing observable should occur before them.  

If so, earthquake prediction is either impossible or nearly so.

WHY CAN�T WE PREDICT EARTHQUAKES?
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Q2: If you were allocating your nation's earth 
science research budget, would you use some 

of the funds for research on predicting 
earthquakes? Why or why not? 

CHALLENGES OF STUDYING EARTHQUAKE CYCLE

Cycle lasts hundreds of years, so don�t have observations of it in any one place 

Combine observations from different places in hope of gaining complete view 

Unclear how good that view is and how well models represent its complexity. 

Research integrates various techniques:

Most faults are identified from earthquakes on them:  seismology is primary tool 
to study the motion during earthquakes and infer long term motion 

Also

-  Historical records of earthquakes 

-  Field studies of location, geometry, and history of faults

-  Geodetic measurements of deformation before, during, and after earthquakes

- Laboratory results on rock fracture
59 



SAR image of  Hayward fault  
(red line), part of San Andreas 
fault system, in the Berkeley 
(east San Francisco Bay) area. 
Color changes from orange  
to blue show about  2 cm of 
gradual movement.  

This  movement is called 
aseismic creep  because the 
fault moved  slowly  without 
generating  an earthquake

GEODETIC DATA GIVE INSIGHT INTO DEFORMATION BEYOND THAT 
SHOWN SEISMOLOGICALLY

Study aseismic processes

Study seismic cycle before, after, and in between earthquakes, whereas we 
can only study the seismic waves once an earthquake occurs
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CREEPING SEGMENT     SAN ANDREAS FAULT 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ELASTIC 
REBOUND 
MODEL OF 
STRIKE-SLIP 
FAULT AT A 
PLATE 
BOUNDARY 

Large 
earthquakes 
release all strain 
accumulated on 
locked fault
between 
earthquakes

Coseismic and 
interseismic 
motion sum to 
plate motion

Interseismic  
strain 
accumulates near 
fault

Stein & Wysession, 2003
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ELASTIC 
REBOUND 
MODEL OF 
STRIKE-SLIP 
FAULT AT A 
PLATE 
BOUNDARY 

Fault parallel interseismic motion on fault with far field slip rate D,     
locked to depth W, as function of cross-fault distance y

s(y) =  D/2 +  (D / π) tan -1 (y/W) 
Width of strain accumulation zoe comparable to locking depth
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FAR FIELD SLIP RATE          D 
~ 35 mm/yr

Z.-K. Shen64 

PACIFIC-NORTH AMERICA PLATE BOUNDARY 
ZONE: PLATE MOTION & ELASTIC STRAIN~ 50 mm/yr  

plate motion  
spread over      
~ 1000 km
~ 35 mm/yr 
elastic strain 
accumulation    
from locked San 
Andreas  in  
region                 
~ 100 km wide 
Locked strain  
will be released 
in earthquakes
Since last 
earthquake in  
1857  ~ 5 m slip 
accumulated

Elastic 
strain

Broad 
PBZ
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Savage, 1983

SIMILAR APPROACH FOR 
THRUST FAULTS AT 
SUBDUCTION ZONES

Interseismic motion modeled as 
difference between long-term 
plate motion and coseismic 
deformation in large plate 
boundary earthquakes

Interseismic motion extends 
beyond fault defining the 
nominal plate boundary

Modeling predicts interseismic 
subsidence and landward 
motion for sites above locked 
fault, and uplift further inland 

Motion extends ~  2x distance 
between the trench and locked 
fault end
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GEODETIC DATA NEAR TRENCHES 
SHOW INTERSEISMIC 

DEFORMATION AND PROVIDE 
INSIGHT INTO MECHANICS OF 
SUBDUCTION INTERFACE AND 

FUTURE LARGE EARTHQUAKES ON 
IT 

GPS velocities relative to stable
interior of North America near rupture 
zone of great 1964 Alaskan earthquake 

Sites in east of the area shown move 
northwest, in direction of Pacific plate 
subduction beneath North America, as 
expected for interseismic motion
of sites on the overriding plate above
a locked fault.

Motion decays rapidly landward with 
distance from trench. These
observations, together with the 
observed uplift, are consistent with 
expected interseismic motion

Freymueller et al., 2000 
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POSTSEISMIC DEFORMATION 
(AFTERSLIP) 

Sites to west move in the opposite direction, 
toward  trench 

Deformation goes on "silently� (without 
seismic signal) for some time after an 
earthquake and seismologically observed 
aftershocks.  Can be thought of as 
postseismic portion of the seismic cycle, 
during which motion slows from rapid 
coseismic motion to slower 
steady interseismic motion.  
 
Unclear whether  postseismic motion reflects 
continued slip on earthquake fault,  response 
of the lithosphere to the earthquake having a 
time-varying viscous component in addition 
to purely elastic instantaneous deformation, 
or both.  
 
Differences between two regions may reflect 
complex slip history in great earthquake or 
long-term differences in the behavior of 
different parts of the plate interface.

Freymueller et al., 2000 
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Horizontal and 
vertical GPS 
velocities relative to 
North America  
for eastern sites  
 
Data are 
reasonably similar 
to predictions (solid 
line)  for a locked 
fault model  
 
Uncertainties for 
vertical GPS data 
are larger than 
for the horizontal

Freymueller et al., 2000 

INTERSEISMIC        
VELOCITIES 
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COUPLING IMPLICATIONS OF LOCKING AREA

Blue areas are 
locked, slip at 
fractions of plate rate 
(interseismic), 
implying partly 
coupled to interface

White slip at plate 
rate, fully locked

Red slip opposite way 
(postseismic)

Freymueller et al., 2000
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Advances in space based geodesy 
provide powerful new tool for 

tectonic and earthquake studies
�Any sufficiently advanced technology 
is indistinguishable from magic�         

  Arthur C. Clarke  
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